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This letter is to inform you that DEQ has issued you a civil penalty of $8,774 for violations at your 
underground storage tank (UST) facility located at 13040 NE Sandy Boulevard in Portland. You 
became the owner and permittee of the UST facility in July 2018. 

In October 2019, DEQ conducted an inspection at the facility. During the inspection, you were unable to 
provide DEQ with records showing that you were monitoring your tanks and piping for a release at least 
every 30 days and recording the results. Additionally, three sumps contained fuel, which indicates a 
suspected release. You did not report this condition to DEQ, investigate this condition prior to DEQ 
bringing it to your attention, and you have not performed tightness testing on the sumps to determine if 
they released fuel into the environment. Also, the sensors in these sumps, which are installed to alert 
you to the presence of a fuel in the sumps, were not in alarm mode even though they were submerged in 
fuel. Finally, you have not trained your operators since you became the permittee. A trained operator 
likely would have known of the requirements for monitoring and reporting. 

DEQ issued this penalty because properly completed release detection monitoring ensures that releases 
are discovered quickly before contamination spreads beyond the immediate area of the US Ts and allows 
immediate response to any sign of a release. If a leak goes unnoticed due to poor monitoring practices or 
unmaintained release detection equipment, the leaking fuel can have lasting harmful effects on the 
environment or human health. 

Included in Section IV of the attached Notice of Civil Penalty Assessment and Order is an order 
requiring you to submit the previous three months of release detection records for the US Ts and piping 
along with documentation showing that the release detection equipment is operating properly, the results 
of a tightness test of the sumps, training records for your operators and a complete UST modification 
checklist. If you complete these requirements, DEQ will consider recalculating the economic benefit 
portion of the civil penalty ($3,124) as delayed rather than avoided, as appropriate, and will reduce the 
civil penalty accordingly. 












































